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Abstract Variation in climate, disturbance regime, and

forest management strongly influence terrestrial carbon

sources and sinks. Spatially distributed, process-based,

carbon cycle simulation models provide a means to inte-

grate information on these various influences to estimate

carbon pools and flux over large domains. Here we apply

the Biome-BGC model over the four-state Northwest US

region for the interval from 1986 to 2010. Landsat data

were used to characterize disturbances, and forest inven-

tory data were used to parameterize the model. The overall

disturbance rate on forest land across the region was

0.8 % year-1, with 49 % as harvests, 28 % as fire, and

23 % as pest/pathogen. Net ecosystem production (NEP)

for the 2006–2010 interval on forestland was predomi-

nantly positive (a carbon sink) throughout the region, with

maximum values in the Coast Range, intermediate values

in the Cascade Mountains, and relatively low values in the

Inland Rocky Mountain ecoregions. Localized negative

NEPs were mostly associated with recent disturbances.

There was large interannual variation in regional NEP, with

notably low values across the region in 2003, which was

also the warmest year in the interval. The recent

(2006–2010) net ecosystem carbon balance (NECB) was

positive for the region (14.4 TgC year-1). Despite a lower

area-weighted mean NECB, public forestland contributed a

larger proportion to the total NECB because of its larger

area. Aggregated forest inventory data and inversion

modeling are beginning to provide opportunities for eval-

uating model-simulated regional carbon stocks and fluxes.

Keywords Pacific Northwest � Carbon � Climate �
Disturbances � Net ecosystem production � Net ecosystem
carbon exchange

Introduction

The mass balance approach to evaluating the global carbon

cycle estimates the net land flux as the residual between

fossil fuel emissions and the sum of carbon accumulation

in the atmosphere and in the ocean (Le Quere et al. 2014).

That approach suggests that the terrestrial biosphere is a

significant sink for atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2). The

estimate for 2013 is for a terrestrial biosphere sink of

2.5 ± 0.5 PgC year-1, which offsets 23 % of anthro-

pogenic emissions (GCP 2015). However, to better

understand the terrestrial carbon cycle, and to evaluate the
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possibilities for increased carbon sequestration, there is

wide interest in quantifying carbon fluxes at more local and

regional scales (Lu et al. 2013). Carbon flux can be mon-

itored at the ecosystem scale with the eddy covariance

approach (Baldocchi et al. 2001), or repeated biometric

inventories (Curtis et al. 2002). However, at the interme-

diate scales of landscape, ecoregion, and region, evaluating

carbon flux is more difficult and uncertain. Spatial

heterogeneity in climate, soils, disturbance regime, and

forest management, as well as temporal variation in

weather all contribute to variation in carbon sources and

sinks (Lu et al. 2013; Turner et al. 2015a).

Process-based carbon cycle simulation models (Liu

et al. 2011) provide a means to estimate carbon pools and

flux at these intermediate scales (Turner et al. 2004).

Scaling of carbon stocks and flux by way of a simulation

model offers a synoptic view of the carbon cycle and

permits assessment of the relative strength of alternative

carbon cycling pathways. These models are used in efforts

to understand the carbon cycle (Thornton et al. 2002)

because they can assimilate a wide array of observational

data, and they permit investigation of the mechanisms

underlying reported carbon fluxes. Here we implement a

spatially distributed carbon cycle process model over the

four-state (Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Western

Montana) Northwest US region for the interval from 1986

to 2010. Our goal was an improved understanding of spa-

tial and temporal heterogeneity in regional- and ecoregion-

scale carbon stocks and flux.

The northwest region is undergoing multiple changes

in climate and vegetation relevant to the carbon cycle

(Law and Waring 2015). A trend of climate warming over

recent decades is observed in meteorological station data

(e.g., Barnett et al. 2008; Pederson et al. 2010) albeit with

controversy about the relative influence of internal cli-

mate variability versus anthropogenic factors (Abatzoglou

et al. 2014; Johnstone and Mantua 2014; Mote 2003) and

possible artifacts in the observational record (Oyler et al.

2015). Observations and modeling of the hydrologic cycle

suggest progressively decreasing snow historically (Bar-

nett et al. 2008; Mote 2006), which means an earlier onset

of dry soils in the summer. A *25 % increase in atmo-

spheric CO2 since 1960 is likely increasing productivity

(Soule and Knapp 2013) and decreasing transpiration

(Keenan et al. 2013). Rates of tree mortality from all

causes are increasing over much of the Western USA (van

Mantgem et al. 2009). The forest disturbance regime in

the northwest region is characterized by an increasing

incidence of wildfire (Littell et al. 2009; Turner et al.

2015a), generally attributed to climate warming. Pest/-

pathogen outbreaks are likewise increasing (Hicke et al.

2013), again associated with warming (Preisler et al.

2012).

These changes impact the carbon cycle in direct and

indirect ways (Liu et al. 2011). Interannual variation in

climate affects forest productivity (Beedlow et al. 2013)

as well as the rate of heterotrophic respiration (Hibbard

et al. 2005). The impacts of disturbances on the carbon

cycle include direct emissions associated with wildfire

(Campbell et al. 2007) and delayed emissions associated

with decomposition of snags (i.e., standing dead) and

residual coarse woody debris (Hicke et al. 2013; Meigs

et al. 2011). The drought in the Western USA from 2000

to 2004 strongly reduced the background carbon sink

(Schwalm et al. 2012). Aboveground live carbon stocks in

California are believed to have declined from 2001 to

2010, mostly because of wildfire (Gonzalez et al. 2015).

In contrast, the implementation of the Northwest Forest

Plan in the western parts of Oregon and Washington

(Thomas et al. 2006) has contributed to an increase in

carbon stocks on public forestland (Gray and Whittier

2014; Turner et al. 2011a).

The ecoregions of the Pacific Northwest are distinct with

respect to climate, soil, and vegetation (USGS 2015); thus,

our effort to differentiate them in relation to recent carbon

cycle changes is warranted. A further breakout by public

versus private ownership is also of interest because of the

large ownership-based differences in forest management

(Garman et al. 1999).

Methods

Overview

This study is a region-wide extension of a previous

ecoregion-scale-based analysis, and more detail is avail-

able on methods in Turner et al. (2015a). The general

approach is based on application of the Biome-BGC

carbon cycle process model in a spatially distributed

mode (i.e., run cell-by-cell over a grid). The approach

relies on three key datasets. Satellite remote sensing

(Landsat) is used to characterize the land cover and dis-

turbance regime. Distributed meteorological station data

are used to drive the algorithms in Biome-BGC for

photosynthesis, autotrophic respiration, heterotrophic res-

piration, and evapotranspiration. Lastly, observations at a

network of USDA Forest Service Forest Inventory and

Analysis (FIA) plots (Woudenberg et al. 2010) are used to

calibrate and evaluate the carbon stocks and flux

estimates.

The model

Biome-BGC is a daily time step ecosystem process model

that treats the carbon, nitrogen, and hydrologic cycles

D. P. Turner et al.
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(Thornton et al. 2002). It is prognostic with respect to foliar

biomass, thus capable of simulating seasonal foliage

cycles, as well as the full successional cycle in forest

ecosystems. We have adapted the model to run in crop-

lands (Turner et al. 2007) and to simulate disturbance and

recovery associated with forest harvest (Law et al. 2004),

wildfire (Meigs et al. 2011), and pests/pathogens (Turner

et al. 2015a). Mass balance is maintained by transfers

among C pools and to the atmosphere at the time of a

disturbance. Biome-BGC requires specification of 20

parameters (White et al. 2000), and example parameter

values by biome type are given in (Turner et al. 2007). For

the evergreen needleleaf forest cover type, which domi-

nates much of the northwest, two parameters (annual

mortality fraction and the fraction of nitrogen as rubisco)

were optimized at the ecoregion scale based on FIA plot

data (see below).

The 2010 land cover over a 25-m grid (Fig. 1) was from

the National Land Cover Database (NLCD 2006) and was

based on Landsat data. The ecoregion boundaries (SFig. 1)

were from (Omernik 1987), and descriptions of the

ecoregions are given in US Geological Survey document

(USGS 2015). Ownership boundaries (SFig. 2) were from

the Gap Analysis Program (GAP 2014). A model run

consists of a spin-up, to bring slow turnover carbon pools

(e.g., soil) into near equilibrium with the local climate,

followed by one or two disturbance events (identified by

year, type, magnitude, and duration). To limit the number

of simulations required, only the 10 most frequent com-

binations of cover type and disturbance history in each

1 km2 grid cell were run. Area-weighted mean values were

then reported for carbon stocks and fluxes by year. Over

90 % of the original study area was covered with this

approach.

Disturbance events

For the forest cover type, the disturbance history of each

25 m grid cell was specified based on Landsat observa-

tions. We assembled a time series (1985–2011) of Landsat

images (one per year) over all forest areas and evaluated

the trajectories and inflection points of a spectral vegetation

index for each 25 m pixel (Kennedy et al. 2010, 2012;

Meigs et al. 2015). The disturbance type was classified as

harvest, fire, or pest/pathogen. Abrupt disturbances (i.e., a

sharp drop in the vegetation index) were classified as fire if

they overlapped with the Monitoring Trends in Burn

Severity dataset (MTBS 2015), and otherwise as harvest.

Nonabrupt disturbances were classified as pest/pathogen,

and the remote sensing observations indicated a beginning

year and a year of maximum impact. A class (bin) for

disturbance magnitude and a class for duration were

associated with each disturbance event (Turner et al.

2015a), and for reporting purposes, the year of the event

was assigned to the year of maximum magnitude. Distur-

bances previous to 1985 were based on stand age (SFig. 3),

also estimated from Landsat data using Gradient Nearest

Neighbor (GNN) analysis (Ohmann and Gregory 2002).

GNN-based stand age was not available for Idaho and

Montana, so spectral relationships of Landsat data and

stand age in eastern Oregon and Washington were used

(with reference to the observed age class distributions from

FIA data in Idaho and Montana) to estimate stand age in

those states.

Other model inputs

The 25-year time series of daily meteorological fields

(solar radiation, precipitation, maximum temperature,

Fig. 1 Land cover in the study

domain

Regional carbon cycle responses to 25 years of variation in climate and disturbance in the…
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minimum temperature, and vapor pressure deficit) at 1 km

resolution (SFig. 4) was from Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratories (ORNL 2014). These data were developed by

interpolation of meteorological station data using digital

elevation maps and general meteorological principles

(Thornton et al. 1997; Thornton et al. 2014). Soil depth and

texture were from a conterminous US dataset (CONUS

2007).

Forest inventory data

The FIA plot network (a 5-km grid over all forested area)

was used for parameter optimization. In each forest-dom-

inated ecoregion (subdivided by state where relevant), the

model was run at all plot locations (approximated to within

500 m) over a range of values for the annual mortality and

fraction of leaf nitrogen as rubisco parameters. Stand age

was set to the year specified in the plot data. Parameter

selection was based on comparisons of observed and sim-

ulated aboveground biomass (e.g., SFig. 5).

Results

Climate

The most characteristic geographic feature of the climate in

the northwest is the west-to-east gradient from a maritime

climate along the Pacific Ocean Coast, with moderate

temperatures and relatively high annual precipitation, to a

more continental climate associated with the inland Rocky

Mountains, having colder winter temperatures and more

summer precipitation (SFig. 4). There is not a strong trend

in the regional climate over the 1985–2011 study interval,

but there is considerable interannual variation (SFig. 6).

Disturbance regime

The overall disturbance rate on forestland across the region

was 0.8 % year-1, with 49 % as harvests, 28 % as fire, and

23 % as pest/pathogen (Fig. 2). A large proportion of the

harvested area was on private forestland (62 %). Propor-

tional harvest rates on private land decreased going from

west to east from 1.09 % year-1 in the CR ecoregion, to

0.59 % year-1 in WC, and 0.31 % year-1 in the MR

ecoregion (Table 1). The harvest rate was consistently less

than 0.50 % year-1 on public forest land. The area of high-

intensity harvest per year declined on public land over the

Fig. 2 Location of all

disturbances (1986–2010)

Table 1 Proportional area disturbed per year by ecoregion

Ecoregion Mean percentage of forest/year

Harvest Fire Pest/pathogen

CR 1.090 0.003 0.098

PL 0.870 0.000 0.138

WV 1.050 0.002 0.123

KM 0.507 0.629 0.112

NC 0.315 0.352 0.064

WC 0.587 0.107 0.089

EC 0.579 0.165 0.399

BM 0.248 0.344 0.316

NR 0.634 0.104 0.148

IB 0.240 0.897 0.187

CA 0.210 0.700 0.122

MR 0.310 0.215 0.112

See SFig. 1 to link ecoregion acronyms to ecoregion names and

locations
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study interval, with some corresponding increase on private

forestland (SFig. 7). The area of low-intensity harvest (i.e.,

thinning) increased on public lands toward the end of the

scenario (SFig. 8).

The total area burned per year tended to increase over

time (SFig. 9). A large proportion of total burned area was

on public forestland (89 %). Two ecoregions had distinc-

tively high rates of fire (KM, 0.63 % year-1 and IB,

0.90 % year-1), whereas the CR ecoregion has almost no

fire.

Pest/pathogen disturbances tended to be distributed over

both public and private areas. The highest frequencies were

in the EC and BM ecoregions. There was not a strong

temporal pattern across the region in the area disturbed by

pests/pathogens.

Carbon

Mean aboveground wood mass is particularly high in for-

ests of the CR, WC, WV, and KM ecoregions of western

Oregon and Washington (STable 1). Moderate values are

found in the Northern Rocky Mountains, and lowest values

in the central Idaho and western Montana. Comparison of

Biome-BGC simulated mean aboveground woodmass at

the ecoregion scale with means for all related FIA plots

showed a good correspondence across the range of mag-

nitude, but a tendency toward overestimates in the Biome-

BGC simulations (SFig. 10).

Forest net ecosystem production (NEP), the balance of

net primary production (NPP), and heterotrophic respira-

tion (Chapin et al. 2006) were predominantly positive in

the 2006–2010 period throughout the region, with maxi-

mum values in the Coast Range forests, intermediate values

in the Cascade Mountains, and relatively low values in the

Inland Rocky Mountain ecoregions (Fig. 3). Localized

negative NEPs were associated with low NPP and high

heterotrophic respiration from harvest and fire events in

recent years. There was large interannual variation in NEP,

with especially low values across the region in 2003

(Fig. 4), which was the warmest year over the 1985–2010

interval (SFig. 6). In most ecoregions, there was a minor

downward trend in NEP over the 25-year study period

(Fig. 4).

Among nonforest cover types, farmland had the highest

NEP sinks, followed by woodland and shrubland. Grass-

lands tended to be near carbon neutral (Fig. 3).

The net ecosystem carbon balance (NECB) in the

2006–2010 interval, i.e., the net change in carbon storage

from NEP and removals in the form of direct fire emissions

and harvesting of crops and wood (Chapin et al. 2006), was

positive for the region (Fig. 5). At the ecoregion scale, only

IB had a negative NECB in recent years and that was only

on public land and was associated with high direct emis-

sions from wildfire (SFig. 10). A higher NECB was asso-

ciated with the more productive ecoregions. Slightly more

carbon was sequestered on public than on private land

(Fig. 5), but NECB per unit area was more positive for

private forestland (47 gC m-2 year-1) than public forest-

land (30 gC m-2 year-1) because of large areas of public

forestland in the Rocky Mountain ecoregions with low

mean NEP.

Discussion

Geographic patterns

Climate provides a geographic template for the regional

carbon cycle in that it strongly impacts rates of produc-

tivity, decomposition, and disturbance. In the Northwestern

Fig. 3 The distribution of net

ecosystem production (mean for

2006–2010)
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USA, the climate is primarily a function of distance from

the coast and of topography (SFig. 4). High orographic

precipitation and a maritime temperature regime in western

Oregon and Washington are associated with the highest

observed (STable 1) and potential (Latta et al. 2009) forest

productivity in the region. The incidence of fire is likewise

correlated with climate, with lowest values for proportional

area burned along the coast, and rates increasing inland.

Ecoregions have proven a useful level of stratification for

examining fire/climate relationships in the Western USA

(Littell et al. 2009). The incidence of pest/pathogen dis-

turbances is similar to that of fire, with relatively low

values (\0.15 % year-1) in western Oregon and Wash-

ington compared to the drier ecoregions to the east.

Rates of forest harvest are an overlay on the climatic

template. The proportional area harvested roughly follows

the distribution of forest productivity, with relatively high

rates in western Oregon and Washington. However, these

rates clearly are not just productivity driven as evinced by

the large policy-driven difference between rates of harvest

on public and private forestland within the same ecoregion

(see Fig. 2; SFig. 2).

NEP reflects both climatic influences on production/

decomposition and the age class distribution of the forest,

as determined by the disturbance regime. A landscape

managed primarily for wood production or agriculture can

have a high NEP, despite a high rate of disturbance,

because harvest removals are diminishing the substrate for

heterotrophic respiration (Rh). Thus, the highest mean

NEPs were in the productive coastal ecoregions (SFig. 11,

STable 1), which include large areas of forestland managed

primarily for wood production. Cropland areas on the

Columbia Plateau and the Snake River Plane have mod-

erately high NEP. In lower productivity ecoregions, espe-

cially where fire and pest/pathogen disturbance is high, the

NEP tends toward zero because of the high levels of coarse

woody debris and snag carbon available for Rh. Grasslands,

shrubland, and woodlands also tend to be near carbon

neutral because much of NPP is available for Rh each year.

Areas subject to recent stand replacing disturbances

become a carbon source.

NECB is a carbon cycle metric of high interest to cli-

mate change policy makers because it represents the actual

carbon sequestration on the land base (Chapin et al. 2006;

Hayes and Turner 2012). The largest NECB gains were in

the CR, WC, PL, and WV ecoregions (SFig. 11). These

ecoregions have some of the most productive forests in the

region, and mean tree biomass is rising. Carbon is also

Fig. 4 Mean net ecosystem

production time series by

ecoregion (1986–2010)

Fig. 5 Net ecosystem production, fire emissions, harvest removals,

and net ecosystem carbon balance (2006–2010) for a private forest-

land, b public forestland

D. P. Turner et al.
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accumulating in wood products (USDA 2011), a sink not

quantified here. The ecoregions with low NECB were EC,

BM, MR, IB, and CA. In these relatively dry ecoregions,

NPP tends to be low and nonharvest disturbance rates are

high. In Montana, the forest mortality around 2012 was

over double net growth (Oswalt et al. 2014), most likely

associated with a large area burned (Fig. 2), and disturbed

by mountain pine beetle (Creeden et al. 2014). Ecoregions

with moderate NECB gains were WC, KM, and NC.

Highest NECB levels in the NW region were found on

public forestland in ecoregions of high forest productivity

and low carbon removals (harvests). Fire emissions were

significant on public lands in some cases in the 2006–2010

period, and in the IB ecoregion fire emissions exceeded

NEP.

Temporal patterns

The overall harvest dropped in the mid-1990s, driven by a

decrease in the area harvested on public lands. An increase

in low-intensity harvesting on public lands toward the end

of the study period reflects a growing investment in thin-

ning as a strategy to reduce the threat of wildfire (Stephens

et al. 2009). The trend of an increasing incidence of burned

area in western forests that was observed here has been

reported elsewhere and is associated with stronger

droughts, warmer temperatures, and earlier springs (Den-

nison et al. 2014; Westerling et al. 2006). We did not see a

temporal pattern of pest/pathogen disturbances. However,

previous studies point to a link between warm summer

temperatures and mountain pine beetle outbreaks (Chen

and Jackson 2015) and report increases in infested area

over the Western USA since 2000 (Hart et al. 2015).

The regional NEP sink was sensitive to interannual

variation in climate. In 2003 (a moderate El Nino year),

there was a negative NEP across all ecoregions. Eddy

covariance flux towers in the region also reported record

low or below average carbon sinks in 2003, with attribution

focused on low precipitation and, especially, high tem-

peratures (Thomas et al. 2009; Wharton et al. 2012).

Regional carbon cycle responses to relatively warm dry

years have also been reported in Europe (Reichstein et al.

2006).

The weak trend in most ecoregions toward lower NEP

over the 1985-2010 interval is attributable to several fac-

tors. A trend toward warmer temperatures (Mote and Sal-

athe 2010) and associated higher vapor pressure deficits

influences photosynthesis (McDowell and Allen 2015). In

both observations (Meinzer 1982) and our simulations,

high VPDs have a negative impact on stomatal conduc-

tance and hence gross primary production. A second con-

tributing factor is the trend toward older stand ages on

public lands; low harvest levels have contributed to an

increase in mean stand age in many areas. Generally, NEP

peaks around a stand age of about 50 because NPP is near

maximum (Turner and Long 1975) and Rh is relatively low

(many of the residues from the stand-initiating disturbance

have been respired). In relatively older stands, NPP comes

down (Gower et al. 1996) and Rh increases because of

increased inputs to the dead wood pool from mortality.

The effect of decreasing NEP and increasing direct fire

emissions is a decline in regional NECB across the study

period. Climate projections in the Northwest US call for

warmer temperatures, with wetter winters but possibly

drier summers (Mote and Salathe 2010). Given the

observed relationships of area burned to summer temper-

ature and precipitation (Littell et al. 2009), regional fire

emissions will likely continue to increase (Rogers et al.

2011; Turner et al. 2015b). Rates of pest/pathogen out-

breaks may likewise increase. Future rates of harvest on

private lands will be potentially constrained in western

Oregon if projected climate change driven fires cover large

areas (Turner et al. 2015b).

Possible ameliorating factors in the regional carbon

budget of the future are beneficial CO2 effects on photo-

synthesis and water use efficiency (Keenan et al. 2013),

and increased productivity at high elevations (Latta et al.

2010). The complexity of the multiple influences on the

regional carbon budget support development of regional

scenarios based on landscape simulation models that

account for changing disturbance regimes and ecophysi-

ology-based influences on ecosystem carbon cycle

dynamics.

Modeling limitations

Uncertainty in our simulated carbon stocks and flux esti-

mates arises from errors in the spatially distributed inputs

to the model, as well as from Biome-BGC model structure

and parameter uncertainty. Uncertainties have previously

been investigated in the distributed meteorological data

(e.g., Hasenauer et al. 2003; Oyler et al. 2015), soil depth

and texture (Peterman et al. 2014), disturbance mapping

(Cohen et al. 2010), and stand age mapping (Ohmann and

Gregory 2002). Observations of Biome-BGC parameters

were compiled by (White et al. 2000), and there is obvious

species-level variation within a plant functional type. In

our Biome-BGC modeling, we addressed this issue by use

of ecoregion-level parametrization based on (1) observa-

tions (e.g., foliar nitrogen concentration) and (2) parameter

optimization (with reference to FIA observations). In Law

et al. (2006), we further discuss our use of eddy covariance

flux tower observations, FIA data, ecological field plot

measurements, and associated Monte Carlo analyses, to

characterize multiple aspects of Biome-BGC model

uncertainty.
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Efforts at validation of carbon stocks include compar-

ison to aggregated FIA plot data. The comparison here

(SFig. 10) of ecoregion mean values suggests a positive

bias in the simulated tree carbon stocks. The explanation

may lie in a difference in the age class distributions in the

wall-to-wall simulations versus the sample of FIA plots

(Duane et al. 2010). Alternate biomass mapping approa-

ches, especially individual tree-level analyses based on

airborne lidar (Duncanson et al. 2015), are beginning to

offer improved possibilities for more direct validation of

biomass estimates.

Regional carbon fluxes can also be evaluated, by way of

inversion modeling (Turner et al. 2011b) in which obser-

vations of spatial and temporal patterns in atmospheric

CO2 concentration are used to infer a flux. However, the

number of CO2 observations in the Pacific Northwest is

limited, and uncertainties in the inversion results remain

large (Gockede et al. 2010). Comprehensive satellite-based

observations of atmospheric CO2 concentration (OCO-2

2015) are beginning to be used in inversion analyses and

will improve inversion accuracy over time, thus providing

an independent check on bottom-up simulation of regional

fluxes.

Conclusions

Spatial and temporal heterogeneity in climate and ecosys-

tem disturbance regimes have strong effects on the carbon

cycle and make it challenging to monitor and evaluate

regional carbon stocks and flux. Application of a spatially

distributed carbon cycle process model, which integrates

observations from meteorological stations, satellite-borne

sensors, and forest inventory plots, is a viable approach to

addressing this challenge. In the Northwest US, a strong

west-to-east environmental climate gradient strongly reg-

ulates spatial patterns in vegetation productivity, organic

matter decomposition, and forest disturbances. Coastal and

West Cascade mountain ecozones have high NEPs, which

are balanced to some degree by high levels of harvest

removals (largely on private forestland). These ecozones

are significant carbon sinks. The ecozones to the east have

lower NEPs and higher levels of fire and pest/pathogen

disturbances, hence low rates of carbon sequestration.

Interannual variation in climate influences both NEP and

fire emissions, and in relatively warm years (e.g., 2003),

the region as a whole can become a carbon source. Limited

opportunities for evaluating regional carbon cycle simula-

tions based on process models exist in the form of aggre-

gated forest inventory observations and atmospheric

inversion analyses. Improvements in remote sensing-based

observations, including airborne lidar for tree biomass and

satellite-borne spectrometers for atmospheric CO2

concentration, are expanding the options for validation of

simulated carbon fluxes.
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